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Room 126 CH 

AGENDA 

FACULTY SENATE 

THE WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Meeting Notice: Monday, April 30, 1990 

Order of Business: 

I. Calling of the Meeting to Order 

II. Informal Proposals and Statements 

III. Approval of Minutes of April 16 

IV. Old Business 

3:30 p.m. 

1. Changes to Sections 3.10 through 3.131 of the 
Handbook for Faculty as brought by the Tenure 
Promotion Committee 

University 
and 

2. Discussion of other University Handbook for Faculty 
items as brought by the Tenure and Promotion Committee 

3. Tenure and Promotion Calendar 

4. Summary Sheet for Promotion and/or Tenure Actions 

v. New Business 

1. Statement on Post-Tenure Review 

2. Role of University Tenure and Promotion Committee 
(Item brought by Senator Wherritt) 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Elmer Hoyer, Senate President 
Sally Kitch, Senate Vice President 
A. J. Mandt, Senate Secretary 
David Alexander, President-Elect 
Mark Dotzour, Elected by Senate 
Diane Huntley, Elected by Senate 
Karen Brown, Appointed by Senate President 

Action Items 

Box 44 
Box 82 
Box 74 
Box 32 
Box 88 
Box 144 
Box 26 

3415 
3358 
3125 
3190 
3219 
3614 
3114 
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THE FACULTY SENATE OF WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY· 
STATEMENT ON POST-TENURE REVIEW OF FACULTY NENBERS 

The Faculty Senete · strongly opposes the establishment 0£ 

any .. post-tenure review .. syste1n. The introduction 0£ any 

3 such procedure is not only unnecessary given present methods 

4 0£ evaluation, but also e££ectively destroys the institution 

5 0£ tenure. 
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Current Tachniquea for Evaluation of Tenured Faculty 

The tenure process at WSU is rigorous and ensures that 

the vast maJority of faculty members who are tenured are 

genuinely committed to a life 0£ scholarship and teaching. 

Review £or tenure at WSU requires detailed evaluations of e 

candidate's pro£essional record; in many colleges, review 

also includes evaluation of scholarly work by nationally 

recognized experts in _the candidate's field 0£ study. Award 

of tenure is possible only £or those cases in which a 

£aculty member has substantiated a high potential £or a 

productive lifetime career. For those rare cases in which 

a tenured £aculty member is Judged to have become 

professionally incompetent, there are a variety of informal 

and £ormal mechanisms available to remedy the situation. 

Tenured faculty members at WSU must participate in annual 

salary recommendation processes conducted by their 

respective chairpersons. While the £ormat differs according 

to the specific mission 0£ the di££erent colleges, most 

include extensive written documentation 0£ accomplishments 

in teaching, research and service, which £arm a basis £or 
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annual salary increases. Because salary increases are 

m•rit-based, rather than guaranteed adJustments £or cost-of-

27 living increases, annual salary recommendations £or tenured 

28 faculty are a serious commitment undertaken by chairpersons. 

29 

30 

31 

Merit-based salary adJustment guarantees that academic 

excellence is rewarded. It also provides a setting £or 

annual discussion among tenured faculty and their 

32 chairpersons regarding appropriate goals £or the following 

33 review period. 

34 Other formal reviews of' tenured faculty occur £or those 

35 

36 

37 

faculty members 0£ graduate faculty status. 

potential candidate's curriculum vita 

admittance and, thereafter, every five years. 

Evaluation 0£ a 

occurs before 

Those faculty 

38 who do not provide evidence 0£ scholarly/creative activity 

39 during a review interval are either dropped from the 

40 graduate faculty or allowed a probationary period _ at a 

41 status reduced from full membership. Tenured faculty 

42 members considered as candidates _f'or advancement £or rank 

43 also must undergo extensive evaluations 0£ academic 

44 excellence. 

45 Informal mechanisms exist £or the resolution 0£ 

46 problems associated with tenured faculty members who have 

47 not demonstrated continued academic excellence. 

48 Chairpersons at WSU may adJust individual faculty member's 

49 teaching, research and service loads based on annual salary 

50 

51 

reviews and consultation with the faculty member. This 

allows £or constructive changes in responsibility designed 
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, 
to enhance a £aculty member's strengths 6r changes -in career 

goals. Such discussion and arrangements may also result,, 

and have resulted,, in the £aculty member's decision to leave 

the institution. Annual salary reviews and the ability 0£ 

chairs to adJust teaching/service/research loads ensure that 

the institution has a means to monitor and reward tenured 

£aculty per£ormance. 

For those rare situations which cannot be resolved 

given the informal mechanisms discussed above,, the Faculty 

Handbook clearly states the existence _o£ formal mechanisms 

£or investigating the performance of tenured faculty members 

and,, in severe cases, £or the removal of tenured members for 

incompetence or other maJor problems • The very recent 

decision to dismiss a tenured faculty member at KU indicates 

that there are effective institutional procedures which can 

be enacted to protect both the rights of the faculty · members 

and the mission of the institution. 

Other Conaiderationa 0£ Poat-Tenure Review 

For the most part,, tenured £aculty can be dismissed 

only £or cause. Any system 0£ post-tenure review which 

71 could routinely result in recommendations £or dismissal 

72 shifts the burden of proof from the institution to the 

73 faculty member,, thereby effectively eliminating the system 

74 

75 

76 

of tenure. Tenure exists to ensure academic freedom,, 

insulating a £aculty member, £or example, from punitive 

• 77 

action for expression of unpopular ideas or research 

activity. Tenure also allows faculty members to pursue 
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78 long-t~rm research proJects which may not come to fruition 

79 in the short intervals typical of annual pre-tenure 

80 evaluations. 

81 

82 

83 

For the £aculty members employed in a state university 

system, tenure also provides compensation £or financial 

sacri£ice. This latter bene£it is especially important 

84 given that our universities lose many faculty members to 

as· private industry, out-0£-state academic institutions, and 

86 private business concerns which are able to offer 

87 signi£icantly higher salaries and enhanced bene£it packages. 

88 An incorporation of post-tenure review would not only 

89 undermine our recruitment ef£orts but would also negatively 

affect retention of tenured faculty members. We must 90 

91 emphasize that these concerns about working conditions will 

92 become especially important given the demographic prediction 

93 0£ a serious decline in the availability 0£ college faculty 

94 in the next decade. 

95 Introduction 0£ post-tenure review would also incur 

96 unacceptable costs to the institution in terms 0£ both money 

97 and time, as well as a loss 0£ collegiality and a reduction 

98 in time available £or creative and professional activities. 

99 Such a system would require additional committee structures 

100 which would unnecessarily complicate current review 

101 procedures. 

102 The Faculty Senate 0£ WSU maintains that l>post-tenure 

103 review is an unnecessary and intrusive process given our 
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104 present mechanisms of annual salary adJustment for ~enured 

105 :faculty, 2) in:formal mechanisms exist to facilitate 

105 effective changes in those cases where faculty have not 

106 exhibited academic excellence, 3) :formal mechanisms for 

107 dismissal of tenured faculty exist, outlined in the Faculty 

108 Handbook, and 4) post-tenure review undermines a~ademic 

109 freedom and tenure by shifting the burden of proof from the 

110 institution to the :faculty member . 
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April 30, 1990 

TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 

University Community 
Endowment Association 
Fund-Raising Costs 

f?,e, 1/ , evv id h Cf /:=)( e o u... ..f-, v 'e_ flmffi'd-/.e f.J 

M<M-1 I,,, I g q D 

The Endowment Association has prepared the attached report on 
fund-raising for Wichita State and the costs of fund-raising for the past ten 
years. 

"Outright gifts" represent all private support to the university in cash, 
securities, real or personal property, gifts iri kind, and other current transfer of 
assets to the institution. 

"Deferred gifts" are those commitments made to the university through 
bequests, life insurance and trusts where the institution has been named as 
beneficiary . 

"Pledges" represent commitments to the university to be paid over a period 
of years. -

According to Thomas Broce in Fund Raising, The Guide to Raising Money 
from Private Sources, "Many factors must be considered, but many 
established institutions consider 12 percent of the dollar amount raised to be a 
reasonable cost figure." Broce continues that during a capital campaign costs 
of fund raising increase at about four to seven percent during the program's 
life span. 

cc: President Warren B. Armstrong 



Outrleht 

Deferred 

Sl.J:>total 

f1!gw 

fY •80 

12,873,208 

2,873,208 

FI 1 61 FI 1 82 

14,269,612 $4,817,654 

4,269,632 4,817,654 

• 
The Wichita State University 

Development Report 
July 1 through June 30 

FI 'Bl 

Sl,560,789 

60,000 

l,620,789 

FY 1 64 

$5,918,302 

350,000 

6,268,302 

FY 1 85 

$6,101,639 

2,630,000 

8,711,639 

• 
f! •86 FY 1 87 FY 188 fJ 189 

S 6,818,038 S 8,980,069 S 9,044,915 s10,eo1,n1 

6,664,290 16,597,313 16,7)0.29) ia.n1.H1 
11,482,128 2s,sn,,02 25,755,226 29,286,168 

1~Q7 4 F4,556 2,917,844 Z.ia.012 
CRAWD TOTAL s2,an,2oa «,269,632 « ~!L654 n,620.789 S6,268'.,302 sa.nL=63=9-~ Sl5.27l,4J5 SJ0,051,958 $28.673.070 117,23,9'7 

*f~ lalalna Costa 141,081 161,828 180,420 208,682 304,921 242,060 

• f~ raising costs represent salaries, all general office expense, promotional n1aterials, event costs such as 
,realdent•a Club Gala, groundbreakings and dedications, brochures, data processing, professional fees, etc. 
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April 30, 1990 

TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 

University Community 
Capital Campaign Steering Committee 
Fund-Raising 

Attached is a report outlining the WSU "Commitment to Excellence" Capital 
Campaign by academic college and other fund-raising areas as of March 31, 
1990. 

The "Gifts" column represents all private support of the University in cash, 
securities, real or personal property, gifts in kind and other current transfer of 
assets to the institution. 

The "Pledges" column represents commitments of cash to the University 
over the next few years. 

The "Deferred" column reflects those gifts made to the university through 
the establishment of a trust, bequest or life insurance with the University as a 
beneficiary. The "Discount" column represents the discounted value of 
deferred gifts by using a modified actuary table adopted by the Board of 
Governors in an effort to try to reflect current value of the deferred gift. 

This report has been prepared to assist those interested in the campaign. An 
updated monthly copy will be placed in the library until its completion in 
1996. As projected in 1987, the Campaign is funded· with approximately 52% 
outright and 48% deferred in gift commitments. 

Of the· $108,174,974 in outright or deferred commitments, $69,773,316 is for 
·endowed projects. The remaining $38,401,658 is for non-endowment projects 
of the university. 

All gifts have been recorded in accordance with the campaign gift acceptance 
policy and are consistent with widely accepted capital campaign policies 
throughout the country. 

The Capital Campaign Steering Committee members are looking forward to 
meeting with the new Fund-Raising Advisory Committee created by 
President Armstrong to discuss further the Capital Campaign as well as other 
fund-raising issues . 

cc: President Warren B. Armstrong 
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. FACULTY SENATE 

THE WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY 

Minutes of the Meeting of April 30, 1990 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Ackerman, Alexander, Barrett, Benson, Brewer, Brown, Burk, 
Campbell, Cavarozzi, Clark, Daugherty, Davis, Davison, Dotzour, Duell, Germann, 
Gosman, Graham, Gythiel, Hartman, Haydon, Hoyer, Hubbard, Huckstadt, Huntley, 
Izbicki, James, Kelly, Kitch, Kruger, Mandt, Murdock, O'Flaherty, Roberts, St. John, 
Soles, Sullivan, Sutterlin, Sweney, Wherritt, Williamson, Yeotis 
MEMBERS ABSENT: Armstrong, Bair, Bajaj, Baldridge, Baxter, Brady, Canbs, Dreifort, 
Erickson, Gotterbarn, Horn, Jewell, Jones, Lambert, Lansing, Scott, Wempe 
GUESTS: Gray, Malzahn, Sherman 

I. Ca 11 to Order 
President Hoyer called the Senate to order at 3:30 p.m. 

II. Infof'"ll81 Proposals and Stateaents 

FACULTY CAUCUS 
President Hoyer reminded Senators that the previous Faculty Caucus called another 
caucus for May 14th. In accordance with that call, questions submitted by various 
faculty members are being compiled for submission to President Armstrong • 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
The Executive Committee has been asked to advise the President concerning the 
various administrative searches about to commence. Senators should submit their 
suggestions relating to the search process. 

III. Approval of minutes 
The minutes of the .April 16, 1990 meeting were approved as submitted. 

IV. Old Business 

TENURE. POLICY 
Proposed revisions in the Tenure and Promotion policy, prepared by the University 
Tenure and Promotion Committee, returned to the floor for consideration. 

For the Executive Conmittee, Senator Mandt moved an amendment to the "Regents 
Tenure Policy" as follows: . 

6. Regents tenure policy is substantially based on the 1940 Statement on 
Academic· Freedom and Tenure of the American Association of University 
Professors, which is extensively quoted in sections 1 and 2, above. 

The motion was seconded. The amendment simply takes note of the source from which 
Regents tenure policy was derived, making proper attribution. The recognition of 
source is important both technically~with respect to plagiarism--and 
substantively, in that it implies that AAUP representatives have some degree of 
"expert standing" in disputes relating to the meaning of tenure policies. Senator 
Mandt surveyed the differences between the 1940 Statement and the current Regents 
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policy. Other than minor work·ing changes, most changes have the effect of turning 
1940 vintage "shoulds" into "shalls". Regents policy is entirely consistent with 
the spirit and intent of AAUP standards. 

The amendment passed unanimously. 

Senator Alexander introduced several typographical corrections, which were accepted 
without discussion. 

Adoption of the revised text of the University tenure policy, sections 3.10 through 
3.131 was moved, and seconded. The motion was adopted unanimously. 

Senator Rogers moved that the remaining sections of proposed changes in tenure 
policy be referred to the Faculty Affairs Committee for review. The motion was 
seconded. 

Senator Alexander moved to amend the resolution to indicate that it is the sense of 
the Senate that it supports the general concepts embodied in the proposed policy 
statements. The amendment was seconded. 

Several senators raised questions about the various issued addressed in the draft 
policies: Senator Duell asked if there had been candidates for early tenure. 
Professor Malzahn replied that there had been none in the past three years. . 
Senator Gosman worried that candidates encouraged to seek early tenure might be 

• 

"set up for failure". Senator Wherritt observed that it seemed to be the sense in 
earlier years that failure in a bid for early tenure made it likely that mandatory • 
review would also be unsuccessful. Senators Gosman and Rogers inquired if this 
discussion was germane to Senator Alexander's motion. Senator Rogers noted that 
each provision was a number of points and might elicit different conclusions, so 
that a blanket sense of the Senate resolution might be misleading. Senator Barrett 
inquired what had become of faculty service in the delineation of ways to document 
performance. Senator Daugherty questioned the meaning of the expectation of a 
"coherently scholarly agenda" in the statement of research expectations, noting 

· that the phrase ea.si ly covers a number of different things. 

The amendment failed. 

Senator Clark moved to divide the motion to permit discussion of each section 
before voting on the motion to refer. Senator Rogers indicated that his intent in 
making the 'motion was to have such discussion. Discussions proceeded. 

Senator Kelly asked if the reference to the expectation of serving six years in 
grade before promotion implied the impossibility of early promotion? Senator 
Ackerman wondered if every untenured person would apply under the proposed 
provisions? Senator Gosman, following up, asked if the whole procedure of appeals 
and so forth would apply to early tenure candidates? It would. Senator Wherritt 
suggested that such a tortuous process was unlikely to be undertaken lightly. 
Senator Hartman noted that some unsuccessful candidates for promotion had, indeed, 
applied annually. 

With respect to initial appointment with tenure, Senator Brown asked if the policy ' 
would apply only _to regular faculty appointments, noting that former Vice President 
Toombs had been tenured in Biology without departlnent involv_ement. Professor . 
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Malzahn stated that the intent was that all faculty appointments with tenure would 
require faculty approval. Senator Hartman noted ·that the administration could 
appoint someone as a University Professor with tenure without faculty 
consideration. 

Senator Gosman asked if the intent in the second paragraph was that the 
administration, working through college and university tenure conwnittees, could 
overrule a departmental judgment? Professor Malzahn stated that the intent was to 
assure that the department is part of the process on any appointment with tenure. 
Senator Williamson urged that the restriction of appointment with tenure to those 
"holding tenure at other institutions" be dropped. Senator Campbell noted that 
provisions in the second paragraph permit the administration to circumvent a 
negative department decision through cOlllllittees. 

With respect to the draft 11 guidelines," Professor Malzahn stated that the 
committee's intent was generally to simplify existing guidelines and introduce a 
more positive tone into their statement. Additionally, an "appropriate" terminal 
degree was specified, to take into account variations in what counts as "terminal" 
in various fields, and in the description of expectations for assistant professor, 
the current requirement that a candidate show "potential" for research has been 
upgraded to "evidence of achievement." 

Senator Hartman questioned the absence of any reference to "service" in the 
criteria for promotion to assistant professor, noting that some appointments at 
instructor rank carry significant expectations of service. Senator Rogers shared 
this concern. Senator Williamson noted that many administrative positions held by 
persons with faculty rank carry extensive service requirements. Senator Alexander 
suggested introducing a reference to nservice as may be required" under the 
criteria for assistant professor. 

Senator Wherritt noted that .the draft equates tenure and associate professor 
criteria. Senator James noted the provision that one might seek promotion after 
six years in grade might suggest that after six years one should apply for 
promotion. Profes~or Malzahn stated that the intent was simply to permit early 
candidacies, not to require them. 

Senator Alexander suggested that "proficient" teaching would be a more appropriate 
criterion than "adequate" teaching. Senator Barrett noted that the criteria for 
teaching goes from "adequate" to "success in·· to "strength" with increasing rank. 
Professor Malzahn noted that this is unchanged in the draft from current policy. 

Senator Kruger asked what is intended in the reference to "independent" research? 
What about research as a member of team or group? Professor Malzahn replied that 
the intent was that mere participation is not adequate. A co-author needs to have 
exercised some leadership in the research activity for it to be adequate in the 
sense intended. President Hoyer noted that in some interdisciplinary areas 
research is almost always co-authored, of necessity. Is this work now 
inappropriate? Professor Malzahn replied that there simply would need to be some 
documentation of "independence," so that it was clear an individual was not simply 
.. riding on others." Senator Soles interpreted the draft to mean that publication 
of a dissertation was not acceptable research activity--it that correct? 'Professor 
Malzahn replied that if one simply published one's dissertation, that is not 
acceptable, since it shows no continuing development as a researcher. Senator 
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Kitch noted that dissertations vary greatly tn what they reveal about an 
individual. In some fields, e.g., humanities, dissertations are typically highly 
independent projects, while in other fields, they are often offshoots of a much 
larger collaborative project in which the Ph.D. candidate. had little independence 
or authority over the research. These do not appear to be the same thing at all. 

With respect to the draft policy on documenting teaching and research: 
Senator Daugherty picked up again on the expectation that researchers will maintain 
"a coherent scholarly agenda." What does this mean? Does it imply some 
restriction of academic freedom? Does it take any account of the variations in the 
nature of intellectual and creative work in different fields? For example, 
creative writing is non-linear--what is a "coherent agenda .. in that context? The 
formula has the appearance of being 11 a bureaucratic rule not consistent with the 
demands of serious scholarship," as that work would be judged by competent 
colleagues in the respective disciplines. 

Senator O'Flaherty asked about the status of Fine Arts in this respect. Professor 
Malzahn replied that the College has standards that· allow judgments to be made. 
What about technical reports in other fields? Malzahn replied that these are 
contributions, but not necessarily significant research. 

Senator Barrett asked why there is no effort to define appropriate documentation of 
service. Senator O'Flaherty suggested that many applied researchers don't fit -the 
conrnittee's model. What is their research supposed to be, service? · 

• 

Senator Soles suggested that the second and third items under teaching (that 
teaching evaluation instruments be normed and that evaluations be appropriate to ~ 
the nature of the contact between teachers and students) are potentially 
inconsistent. Senator Soles also suggested that with respect to research, the 
conrnittee seems to have assumed that all fields function in the same way. For 
example, the emphasis on "anonymous evaluation" and on directing one's work towards 
professional peers seems to leave out the work of a colleague like Professor Burke 
(a novelist). President Hoyer observed that we seem to have tried to put everybody 
into the same mold~ Senator Mandt urged that this sort of narrow definition of 
"research" has the effect of destroying the very 11 excellence" that we are 
supposedly striving to foster. 

President Hoyer asked for a vote on the motion to refer. It was agreed to vote, 
and the vote to refer the Tenure Conmittee's reconmendations to the Faculty Affairs 
tonrnittee passed unanimously. 

v. New Business 

POST-TENURE REVIEW 
Copies of a Faculty statement on po$t-tenure review, drafted by an ad hoc 
subconmittee of Senators Brown (from the Executive Conmittee), Soles, Williaanson, 
and Gosman, were distributed. The statement will be circulated to various 
audiences in Topeka. President Hoyer indicated that his intention was to present 
this policy as a faculty position, and deliberately not to seek some revision of it 
to gain full agreement with the WSU administration. 

Various suggestions were offered for minor changes that would strengthen the text. 
Senator Barrett suggested reviewing the order of arguments to assure that the 
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strongest are first. Senator BrQwn replied that there is ·an implicit logic to the 
text: (1) we don't need such reviews, since we already evaluate faculty 
repeatedly; (2) salary review is performed annually; (3) for faculty not performing 
well, there are several formal and informal means of improving performance; (4) 
some other considerations. Senator Alexander suggested making such a summary 
statement in the first paragraph. Senator Clark suggested that the -other 
considerations" are better described as -negative consequences." Senator Wherritt 
suggested using the final paragraph as an introduction. Senator Izbicki suggested 
that concerns about the erosion of the tenure system are the most important 
considerations advanced. 

Senator Ackerman moved to endorse the statement in general, permitting the ad hoc 
committee to exercise its discretion in making final revisions. The motion was 
seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 

APPOINTMENT OF INTERIM VICE PRESIDENT 
Since President Armstrong had not been able to attend the meeting at any time, 
President Hoyer announced on his behalf that Professor John Breazeale, former Vice 
President, would return to that position on an interim basis. 

TENURE/PROMOTION CALENDAR 
Professor Malzahn presented a new generic tenure/promotion calendar for adoption. 

Senator Duell asked if the calendar was consistent with Regents policy? Professor 
Malzahn replied that it 1s. Senator Duell then endorsed the concept of a generic 
calendar • 

Senator Alexander asked if the intent was that candidates for promotion to full 
professor identify themselves in March of the year preceding their review. Malzahn 
replied that it was. President Hoyer asked if this wouldn't effectively preclude 
candidacies in successive years, since decisions of the previous year would be 
pending in March. Senator Daugherty suggested that events could change a potential 
candidate's decision at a fairly late date, e.g., acceptance of a manuscript. 

Senator Duell noted that prospective candidates could always withdraw over the 
sumer, .before much had happened. Senator Soles asked about the calendar's 
relation .to holidays, particular Thanksgiving. Professor Malzahn replied that the 
tntent was to ignore such things--that's the point of a generic calendar. Senator 
Graham suggested that it seemed premature to start the proceedings before the 

~previous year's results were known. 

Due to the hour, further consideration of the calendar was deferred. 

The Senate adjourned at 5:00 p.m. · 

/ 

Submitted by A. J. Mandt, Secretary 
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